Material and Technical Analysis of La Inmaculada by Francisco Pacheco
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Abstract: Francisco Pacheco (1564–1644) was one of the most important Spanish painters, the author of the famous treatise Art of Painting, and a founder of Seville art school. His painting La Inmaculada (1610) forms part of the important art collection in the Archbishop’s Palace in Seville and represents the first realization of a new iconography, established by Pacheco. Later, he carried out several paintings with the same subject which are today in different collections. As part of a larger project, La Inmaculada was recently restored and analysed. The characterization of materials and painting procedures was carried out applying noninvasive in situ analysis by ultraviolet fluorescence (UVF), infrared reflectography (IRR), and X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF). Results revealed many retouches, probably from different periods, as well as some pentimenti in the composition. Chemical analysis indicates a preparation made of Seville clay, lead white and some calcite on an animal glue layer, according to Pacheco’s own treatise, and a corresponding pigment palette for the 17th century: lead white, yellow and red earths, lead–tin yellow, vermilion, azurite, smalt, a copper-based green, umber, and bone black. Furthermore, modern pigments such as titanium and zinc whites, chrome green, and cadmium yellow were also identified as results of later interventions.
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1. Introduction

Francisco Pacheco (1564–1644) was already a renowned artist during his life and is still considered one of the most important Spanish painters of the Mannerist style [1,2]. He is well known for his art, as a teacher of Diego Velazquez and Alonso Cano, as well as for his treatise Art of Painting (Arte de la Pintura; [3]), published posthumously in 1649. It is an important source for studying the 17th century painting technique in Spain and a guide for many contemporary and later artists, since it precisely describes the materials (supports, preparation, pigments, binders) and the manner of painting in order to achieve desired results. In Seville, he founded an art school, where he emphasized the academically correct representation of religious iconography. One of his works represents the Virgin Mary, La Inmaculada (Figure 1), painted on canvas in oil technique around 1610–1615. It forms part of the art collections held at the Archbishop’s Palace in Seville, one of the most prominent painting compendiums in Spain. It is considered the earliest and the simplest 17th century
representation of a new iconography of the Immaculate Conception, depicted for the first time in this manner precisely by Pacheco. La Inmaculada Concepción de la Virgen (Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary) is one of the most repeated iconographies in the Spanish art since the 15th century and is very popular especially in Spanish Baroque art. The iconography is based on the Catholic dogma stating that the Virgin Mary’s conception is free of the original sin. She is shown as a young woman, dressed in white tunic and blue coat, with symbols of purity and eternity, crowned by a nimbus of twelve stars, standing on top of a half-moon, sometimes with a snake at her feet (not in this Pacheco version), symbolizing her domain over the sin. Under her feet, a landscape with trees, buildings, sea, and a boat can be depicted, indicating the Virgin’s role as the intermediary between the Earthly world and God. In this Pacheco version, the landscape shows contemporary Seville with its Torre del Oro. In later variants, the Virgin is usually accompanied by angels. Traditionally, the Virgin Mary is dressed in a red (not white) tunic which can symbolize her royalty or the Passion of Christ and can be still found in later Inmaculadas; however, the new white-and-blue vestment was painted for the first time in the Inmaculada studied in this research. This iconographic representation influenced many other Spanish painters such as Velázquez, Herrera, El Greco, Zurbarán, Ribera, Valdés Leal, and Murillo, while it also served as inspiration for Virgin’s imagery in the holy processions in Seville [3–5].

Figure 1. Francisco Pacheco: La Inmaculada, 1610, Archbishop’s Palace, Seville.

Later on, Pacheco carried out other Inmaculadas, several of which are still in Seville. Surprisingly, the artist decided to use the traditional red–blue vestment iconography. Among these are La Inmaculada con Miguel Cid (1619) in the Cathedral of Seville, La Inmaculada con Vázquez de Leca (1621) in a private collection of Marqués de la Reunion de Nueva España, and La Inmaculada from the church of San Lorenzo in Seville (1624). None
of them have been studied from a materials point of view, but this is one of the research goals in the future, in order to compare them to the panel presented in this work.

During the last couple of years, the Archbishop’s Palace patrimony has been systematically studied, restored, and conserved as a principal aim of a larger project. The present painting was one of the selected ones to be restored and studied; therefore, a concise material and technical research was carried out. The analytical study of this canvas was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, since it is part of the Archbishop’s personal collection, where it was returned after its restoration. All available noninvasive analytical techniques at the time were used. Considering other Pacheco paintings with the same iconography, this study is a perfect start for any future analysis and technical–material comparison among them.

The painting went through an analytical process, in order to identify the support, original pigments, later interventions, possible preparatory drawings, and the painting technique in general. Obtained data offer a deeper insight into the understanding of Pacheco’s way of painting and a more thorough comparison to other known works attributed to the artist, especially to other existent Inmaculadas. One of the most important objectives was to use this material analysis as support in the conservation–restoration process.

2. Materials and Methods

As it was not possible to extract samples, only noninvasive techniques available at that time were used: ultraviolet fluorescence photography, infrared reflectography (IRR), and X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF). They were all applied in situ in the conservation–restoration workshop of the palace (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. XRF in situ analysis of La Inmaculada.](image-url)
2.1. Ultraviolet Fluorescence (UVF)

This technique [6–10] is generally used to identify later interventions, which greatly helps in the cleansing process of the painting surface. It is also a very useful tool for selecting original areas for the following chemical analysis. UVF images were taken with a Nikon D3X camera (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan), at 400 ISO and 20 s of exposure time, with the painting being homogeneously illuminated with four wood lamps, two on each side of the canvas, using the UVGL-55 model with double band wavelength (254 nm/365 nm), in a completely darkened room.

2.2. Infrared Reflectography (IRR)

IRR [6,7,11–13] can reveal possible underdrawings and pentimenti, changes in the composition. It can help with the authentication of a painting, generally revealing the proper handstroke of the artist. For this technique, a small 5 cm\(^3\) XenICs (Leuven, Belgium) near-IR camera Xeva-XS 512 with InGaAs detector and Pentax lens of 16 mm, F/1.4 (320 \(\times\) 256 pixel resolution) in the range of 900–1700 nm was used. The painting surface was illuminated with two 800 W halogen SDI lamps. The camera was mounted on a 2D robotic Optimind platform at 32 cm from the painting to obtain high movement precision along the studied surface.

2.3. X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry (XRF)

XRF [6,7,14–17] can identify inorganic materials used in the artwork: preparation and priming, as well as original pigments and those applied in later interventions. It allows an elemental analysis, followed by the characterization of materials applied in the selected area, based on their characteristic chemical elements. Our XRF equipment was composed of a RX38 X-ray generator from EIS S.L. with W anode, 1 mm Al filter to suppress W peaks, and a Si drift detector (SDD). The measuring distance was fixed to 1 cm from the painting surface by the intersection of two lasers. The generator was always operating under the same conditions: 33.4 kV and 80 \(\mu\)A with 200 s acquisition time. The appearance of Zr peaks in every spectrum is due to its presence in the collimator of the detector. The areas of the XRF peaks observed in the spectra were used to perform a semiquantitative analysis of the colors and estimate whether a particular element belongs to the surface layer or to an inner layer of the painting.

3. Results

Results obtained by all selected analytical methods are presented and compared with available information found about Francisco Pacheco and materials he used to apply.

3.1. UVF and IRR Examination

The ultraviolet fluorescence revealed many smaller and larger retouches spread around the surface (Figure 3). They must have been carried out at different times, showing varied tonalities of material fluorescence. The largest interventions can be found on the left margin, next to the Virgin’s right hip and left foot, revealing more important damages suffered by the painting. IRR confirmed several retouches and the use of different pigments as well; however, at first sight, no preparatory drawing can be appreciated (Figure 4). At a closer look, an underdrawing can be observed on the half-moon and on the boat (Figure 5a,b), while there is a small pentimento, a slight change in the composition of the architecture in the left bottom corner; the painter shortened some of its walls, painted with a reddish-brown color, obtained by mixing earths (Fe), a copper-based green pigment (Cu), lead white (Pb), and a small amount of umber (Mn, Fe) and vermilion (Hg), as studied later by XRF. An interesting observation is that the trees in the lower right corner almost disappear on the IRR image.
Figure 3. UVF image of La Inmaculada, showing many retouched areas, the largest one located next to the Virgin’s left foot.

Figure 4. IRR image of La Inmaculada, confirming several retouched areas, the use of different pigments, underdrawing on the half-moon, and the change in the form of the architecture on the right.
Some studies carried out in the Museo de Bellas Artes de Sevilla on two Pacheco’s paintings (St. Francis with the Cross and The Mystical Nuptials of St. Agnes), showed him that it moistens and rots with time, also affecting the canvas and color layers. Instead, he preferred well-grounded special Seville clay, tempered with linseed oil, to which he could also add lead white, as he describes in his text [3,20,22]. This explains the presence of Fe and Pb in all analysed areas, although both elements also identify related pigments applied as color layers, while lead compounds can be used as siccative, as well. From Pacheco’s treatise we can also learn that before this earth-based preparation [preparación], he used to apply several layers of animal glue (“la cola de guantes flaca”) over the entire surface of the prepared canvas to seal it. On the other hand, in other contemporary preparation layers, earths and clays could be combined with some pulverized calcium carbonate or some other pigments, as in the case of Murillo’s primers [18,19,21]. Therefore, some chalk was probably also added to the La Inmaculada primer, which can explain the presence of Ca in all analysed points. This hypothesis can be supported by some studies carried out in the Museo de Bellas Artes de Sevilla on two Pacheco’s paintings (St. Francis with the Cross and The Mystical Nuptials of St. Agnes), which confirm the reddish preparation made of earths and calcite, while in the case of St. Francis, also includes minium [20].

3.2. XRF Analysis of Materials Applied

Altogether, 38 points of different colors and tonalities were selected, in order to obtain knowledge not only on preparation and pigments, but also on their mixture and the construction of lights and shades. XRF is a great tool for the identification of most preparations and pigments; however, there are some withdrawals that call for the implementation of other complementary analytical techniques, which was not possible in this study. In this regard, pigments characterized by the same chemical element, such as copper or lead-based pigments, cannot be differentiated except by their visual color. On the other hand, organic materials such as lakes or binders that are composed of light elements cannot be identified by XRF, since it generally detects only elements heavier than Z < 14 (Si) [14,15,17].

3.2.1. Original Materials

Materials present in the painting were characterized: preparation, priming, and pigments. The summary is presented in Table 1. The presence of calcium (Ca) in all analysed areas suggests the use of calcium-based preparation, chalk, or gypsum. Nevertheless, from Pacheco’s famous treatise Art of Painting [3] and some studies carried out on Andalusian contemporary painters [18–21], we know that Pacheco did not use gypsum for preparation layers (aparejo, as he calls it), finding it unstable as a painting support; the experience showed him that it moistens and rots with time, also affecting the canvas and color layers. Instead, he preferred well-grounded special Seville clay, tempered with linseed oil, to which he could also add lead white, as he describes in his text [3,20,22]. This explains the presence of Fe and Pb in all analysed areas, although both elements also identify related pigments applied as color layers, while lead compounds can be used as siccative, as well. From Pacheco’s treatise we can also learn that before this earth-based preparation [preparación], he used to apply several layers of animal glue (“la cola de guantes flaca”) over the entire surface of the prepared canvas to seal it. On the other hand, in other contemporary preparation layers, earths and clays could be combined with some pulverized calcium carbonate or some other pigments, as in the case of Murillo’s primers [18,19,21]. Therefore, some chalk was probably also added to the La Inmaculada primer, which can explain the presence of Ca in all analysed points. This hypothesis can be supported by some studies carried out in the Museo de Bellas Artes de Sevilla on two Pacheco’s paintings (St. Francis with the Cross and The Mystical Nuptials of St. Agnes), which confirm the reddish preparation made of earths and calcite, while in the case of St. Francis, also includes minium [20].
Table 1. Systematic representation of original and modern materials identified in La Inmaculada by XRF, with characteristic chemical elements for each material in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparation, Pigments</th>
<th>Chemical Formula/Elements</th>
<th>Principal Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORIGINAL MATERIALS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal glue</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>Sealing layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seville clay + lead compounds</td>
<td>Fe, Pb</td>
<td>Preparation/priming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead white</td>
<td>2PbCO$_3$·Pb(OH)$_2$</td>
<td>Flesh tones, highlights, clouds, sky, aureola, moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow earth</td>
<td>Fe(OH)$_2$</td>
<td>Aureole, crown, hair, clouds, town, landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead–tin yellow</td>
<td>Pb$_2$SnO$_4$</td>
<td>Highlights—crown, trees, clouds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red earth</td>
<td>Fe$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>Addition to other pigments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermilion</td>
<td>HgS</td>
<td>Flesh tones, lips, red and pink flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red lake</td>
<td>Unidentified, Ca substrate</td>
<td>Pink flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Diverse chemical compounds, containing Co, Ni, As, Ni, Si, K, Bi.</td>
<td>Sky, clouds, see, town, landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azurite</td>
<td>2CuCO·Cu(OH)$_2$</td>
<td>Virgin’s coat; in green hues?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green—questionable use</td>
<td>A Cu-based compound</td>
<td>Landscape, flesh-tones?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umber</td>
<td>Fe$_2$O$_3$ + MnO$_2$ + nH$_2$O + Si + Al$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>Virgin’s hair, ground, fountain, architecture, shades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone black</td>
<td>Ca$_3$(PO$<em>4$</em>)$2$ + CaCO$_3$ + C</td>
<td>Shades, darkest hues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVENTIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalk or gypsum</td>
<td>CaCO$_3$ or CaSO$_4$</td>
<td>Filler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium white</td>
<td>TiO$_2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc white</td>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium yellow</td>
<td>CdS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome green</td>
<td>Cr$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the original pigments that compose Pacheco’s palette, they are all common for the 17th century [3,18,23–25]: lead white (Pb), yellow and red earths (Fe), lead–tin yellow (Pb, Sn), vermilion (Hg), smalt (K, Co, Ni, As), and azurite (Cu). A copper-based green pigment (Cu), umber (Mn, Fe), bone black (Ca), and an organic red lake on the calcium substrate are also probable. Lead white, identified by intense Pb peaks, was used for all white areas, such as the half-moon, white aura around the Virgin, for her white tunic, and was largely added for lighting other colors. It was also used as a principal pigment for flesh tones, mixed with other pigments such as earths (Fe), vermilion (Hg), and azurite or a green copper-based green pigment (Cu), depending on the lighter or darker flesh tonality that Pacheco wished to obtain. Vermilion is highly present in reddish areas such as the Virgins’ cheeks and decreases in lightest flesh tones, where lead white predominates. Shades were carried out with higher presence of a copper-based pigment, some umber (Mg, Fe), and bone black (Ca), while in light tones they almost disappear (Figure 6).
The principal yellow pigment used was yellow ochre (Fe) that was applied for the Virgin’s aureole, for her crown, and her hair. In low amounts it was added to other colors such as the sky, the landscape, or the sea below. However, for the highlights, Pacheco choose lead–tin yellow (Pb, Sn), which was identified on the crown (Figure 7), some trees, and a yellowish cloud. The principal red pigment was vermilion (Hg), used in flesh tones as well as, in high concentration, for the Virgin’s lips and the red flower on her crown. Pink flowers were made with lead white and very little of vermilion; probably, a red lake was also used. Since the latter one is an organic colorant, it cannot be detected by XRF, but high Ca peaks in this area suggest a possible calcium substrate for the liquid lake. A small amount of vermilion was added to the brownish color of the architecture underneath and even for the shades of the blue coat and the tunic. Red earth (Fe) was probably used as addition to other pigments, as well.

Figure 6. Comparison of XRF spectra of different flesh tones: light forehead (black line) with predominant presence of lead white (Pb), reddish cheek (red line) with higher amount of vermilion (Hg), and dark hand shade (blue line) with umber (Mn, Fe) and bone black (Ca).

Figure 7. Comparison of XRF spectra of the crown. The basic yellow pigment applied is yellow earth (Fe) observed with black line, while highlights are carried out with lead–tin yellow (Pb, Sn) shown with blue line.
Large blue and greenish areas, such as the sky, the sea, the town on the horizon, and the landscape, were carried out with blue smalt (Figure 8), which in some areas lost its blue intensity due to chemical changes in the pigment, probably caused by the reaction with the oil binder or the instability of potassium glass [25,26].

Smalt is identified by common peaks of K, Ni, Co, and As; the high amount of Ni is surprising, its peak intensity being almost as high as that of Co, which was not detected in any of our previous painting studies. It must be a smalt compound due to a specific pigment preparation. On the other hand, a copper-based blue, probably azurite (Cu), an expensive pigment obtained from the semiprecious mineral, was selected for the Virgin’s blue coat (Figure 8). This pigment is generally used for vestments of the most important sacred figures in a composition, revealing their celestial meaning. The blue coat of the Virgin symbolizes the eternity, as explained in the Introduction [4,5]. Azurite was also applied for the Virgin’s blue eyes. Perhaps some azurite was added to smalt for the color of the sea; however, it could also be obtained as a mixture of smalt and a copper-based green pigment, Cu being the characteristic element in this bluish-greenish area. With XRF it is not possible to identify the green pigment precisely, but there exist several copper-based ones in the 17th century, such as malachite, verdigris, or copper resinate [14,18,24–26]. We can exclude verdigris, as Pacheco’s own testimony in his treatise reveals that he did not use verdigris: “Keep away from verdigris like the plague, because it’s your worst enemy” [3,22]. In La Inmaculada, a green color can be found in the landscape, mixed with a small amount of smalt. Darker tones and shades were modeled with umber (Mn, Fe), identified in the Virgin’s hair basic color, the ground, the fountain, the architecture in the right corner, and on dark tones of the drapery and flesh tones. In the darkest areas and shades, high Ca peaks are observed, indicating a probable use of bone black.

3.2.2. Interventions

Following the UVF and IRR images, different retouches were confirmed by XRF as well, carried out by modern pigments such as zinc (Zn) and titanium (Ti) whites, chrome green (Cr), and cadmium yellow (Cd). In most cases, the white areas of zinc and titanium do not concur, indicating at least two different interventions, bearing in mind that the first pigment was in use since the second half of the 19th century, while the second one entered only in the 1920s [23–26]. The largest intervention is located in the lower part of the aureole, next to the Virgin’s left leg (Figure 9). It is made on a calcium-based filler (gypsum or chalk),

Figure 8. Comparison of two XRF spectra from blue areas reveal the use of azurite (Cu) for the Virgin’s coat (blue line), and smalt (K, Co, Ni, As) for most of the background (black line).
with both modern whites and a low amount of cadmium yellow (Cd) and chrome green (Cr), which was also located in the Virgin’s left eye.

![Figure 9. XRF spectrum of a retouched area in the sky, revealing the use of a calcium-based filler (probably gypsum), overpainted with modern pigments, zinc (Zn) and titanium (Ti) whites, chrome green (Cr), and cadmium yellow (Cd).](image)

4. Discussion

The results obtained by these noninvasive analyses correspond to what it is known so far about Pacheco’s painting technique from his treatise and from the analysis of his artworks performed in other institutions [3,18–21]. Even if the artist preferred to use wooden panels, especially oak when possible, this painting was made on canvas. According to Pacheco’s treatise and our results, the canvas was probably first covered with several layers of animal glue, with both modern whites and a low amount of cadmium yellow (Cd) and chrome green (Cr), which was also located in the Virgin’s left eye.

Figure 9. XRF spectrum of a retouched area in the sky, revealing the use of a calcium-based filler (probably gypsum), overpainted with modern pigments, zinc (Zn) and titanium (Ti) whites, chrome green (Cr), and cadmium yellow (Cd).

Figure 9. XRF spectrum of a retouched area in the sky, revealing the use of a calcium-based filler (probably gypsum), overpainted with modern pigments, zinc (Zn) and titanium (Ti) whites, chrome green (Cr), and cadmium yellow (Cd).

4. Discussion

The results obtained by these noninvasive analyses correspond to what it is known so far about Pacheco’s painting technique from his treatise and from the analysis of his artworks performed in other institutions [3,18–21]. Even if the artist preferred to use wooden panels, especially oak when possible, this painting was made on canvas. According to Pacheco’s treatise and our results, the canvas was probably first covered with several layers of animal glue, on top of which one or more preparation layers (preparación as he calls it; [3,20]) made with Seville’s clay (“barro que se usa en Sevilla”) and lead white (albayalde) or minium (azarcón) were extended. He also mentions priming (emprimadura) referring to a colored priming that could be overlaid on top of the preparation [22]. The existence of the latter cannot be confirmed by XRF alone. This kind of preparation offers already toned painting support that helps in quicker and easier modeling.

The pigment palette known from Pacheco’s treatise and other material studies corresponds to our results; nevertheless, the broad use of smalt found in La Inmaculada is not common in his paintings. According to his treatise, he preferred to use “the blue of Santo Domingo” (azul de Santo Domingo), which most studies recognizes as azurite, however it has not been identified conclusively. It could refer to a naturally occurring copper blue from the Spanish Indies, as suggested by Zahira Vélez in her English translation of a part of the Third Book of Pacheco’s treatise [22]. He instructs to work on the blue intensity by grounding the pigment more thoroughly for lighter blue tones and leaving larger particles for a darker color [3,20,22]. In some parts he also refers to the “fine ash blues” (azules de cenizas finas), which might be the same pigment, but it is not clear. The blue pigment was generally also chosen to create green hues, which he did not obtain by a simple green pigment, although he suggests including in a painter’s palette (verde de montaña y tierras sutiles), which can correspond to malachite and green earth. To obtain a green color, he suggests mixing the blue pigment with a yellow one, often yellow ochre (“buenos ocre”) or a yellow lake (amarillo de ancore, as Pacheco calls the dark yellow tincture of plant origin on a calcium substrate), especially for dark greens. According to his treatise, he also used dark indigo (añil) or purple archil (orchilla) to darken blues [3,20,22]. Archil was obtained from the composite organism lichen, one of the main historic products exported from the

![Figure 9. XRF spectrum of a retouched area in the sky, revealing the use of a calcium-based filler (probably gypsum), overpainted with modern pigments, zinc (Zn) and titanium (Ti) whites, chrome green (Cr), and cadmium yellow (Cd).](image)
Canary Islands. In this research, we can confirm the use of azurite (or a copper-based blue of Santo Domingo) in the Virgin’s blue coat, but cannot identify either the yellow lake or indigo, both being organic. The presence of Cu in the green tones might characterize blue azurite or a copper-based green pigment (perhaps malachite), which could be clarified only by a stratigraphic section.

Pacheco considered flesh tones to be one of the most important parts of a painting and wrote largely about how to achieve a certain tonality: for young women he suggests light flesh tones, obtained by high amount of lead white (“lindo albayalde Venecia”), mixed with some vermilion (“bermellón famoso”) and red lake (he mentions carmine), the latter not possible to detect with certainty by XRF in La Inmaculada. Furthermore, he added a small amount of yellow ochre and some azurite, but not a copper-based green pigment, as it was common in Europe for the flesh tones of living people; azurite was used frequently for corpses [3,20,22]. This mixture was confirmed by our study, as seen in Figure 6. Yellow ochre was one of his most used pigments, which he applied generously in flesh tones and in backgrounds; therefore, in this painting we also identified important Fe presence in the background (Figure 8, black line). However, he considered lead–tin yellow (probably identified with genuil in his text; [22]) as the best yellow pigment, creating bright colors; nevertheless, in the present artwork it was rarely found (Figure 7). We also did not find orpiment in this painting, although he mentions it as jalde in his treatise [3,22].

As explained above, organic materials cannot be detected by XRF, but due to high Ca intensity in some pink, red, and dark areas, we proposed a possible use of red lake, yellow lake, and bone black. Red lake was suggested for pink flowers on the lower part of the scene and the Virgin’s flesh tones. Pacheco’s texts about the achievement of a pink color confirm it, instructing to sketch first with vermilion, overlaying it with lead white and carmine [3,20,22]. As a black pigment, he preferred the use of carbon black; nevertheless, we still suggest the use of bone black in very dark tones, as the shade of the Virgin’s hands (Figure 6, blue line). For shades he often used also umber (“sombra de Italia”). His palette corresponds to other great painters of the Golden Age of Spanish painting [18–21], and the pigments found on La Inmaculada uphold it. With our study it was not possible to analyse binders, but from his treatise and previous studies, it is known that he preferred to use linseed oil (aceite de linaza), adding as siccative a vitreous pigment (probably smalt) or litharge (side product of burning lead pigments) and rarely minium (lead red), which could correspond to the presence of Co or Pb in the wide painted surface of the artwork.

Another feature to keep in mind is Pacheco’s preparatory drawing. For him, the drawing is the essential part of every painting: “The sure and good grace of the work is in the proper delineation of the entire figure or history because it’s certain that all the difficulty of paintings consists in the contours” [22]. However, he believes that drawings of the same size as the final work are not necessary, but suggests composing images per parts, as a mosaic. His bozzettos are first drawn with black stencil, finished with precision using a pen and ink, modeling volumes and shades by different grades of ink dilution. Once the sketch was finished, it was passed on to the canvas, using charcoal or other materials [20]. Therefore, it is surprising that IRR does not reveal much, but when comparing our images with other IRR studies [11–13,20,27], it is clearly quite common. This is explained by Pacheco using dark lines on dark preparation, especially where dark colors were overlaid. With time, on lighter or more transparent areas, some lines can appear, as can be observed on La Inmaculada on the half-moon and the boat (Figure 5a,b). In other IRR studies where the underdrawing was revealed [20,27,28], very sharp black lines with white highlights made with a brush can be observed that perfectly correspond to the colored overlaid paint; this also makes the underdrawing more difficult to discern. His drawings express a very confident, precise, and high-quality artist, who prepared his works very thoroughly, which is why almost no pentimenti can be found. Again, La Inmaculada confirms this.
5. Conclusions

The analysis carried out on Pacheco’s La Inmaculada panel painting confirms the materials used in the preparation and color layers, as known from the artist’s treatise and other studies. They also correspond to the painting procedures of the 17th century “Golden Age” in Spain and especially Seville. Regarding this material characterization, the conservation–restoration process was completed accordingly, and the painting returned to the private area of the Archbishop’s Palace in time. Although some questions remain open, there will be no other possibility of performing more analyses on this canvas. Nevertheless, the information gathered with UVF, IRR, and XRF offers an important knowledge that can be used by art historians, restorers, and conservation scientists in the study of Pacheco’s works or as a comparison to other Inmaculadas that could be analysed in the future.
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